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Single-Axis Tracker Control Optimization Potential
for the Contiguous United States

Kevin Anderson1 and Saurabh Aneja2

1National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO, 80401, USA
2FTC Solar, Austin, TX, 78759, USA

Abstract—Conventional tracker control algorithms maximize
collection of direct irradiance with no regard for collection
of diffuse irradiance. Therefore, a tracker control algorithm
that optimizes for maximal total irradiance, not just direct,
might realize improved insolation collection. Using weather data
gridded at 0.25° by 0.25° latitude/longitude spacing covering
the contiguous United States, we evaluate the insolation gain of
two alternative control algorithms optimized for improved total
irradiance collection in monofacial arrays and present annual
and monthly geographic heatmaps showing the gains across
the contiguous United States. Certain locations show potential
annual insolation gains approaching 1.0%, but most locations
with recently-built tracker systems show annual gains between
0.1% and 0.4%. We also demonstrate a relationship between a
climate’s annualized diffuse insolation fraction and its potential
tracker optimization insolation gain.

Index Terms—photovoltaic, single-axis, tracking, optimization,
insolation, diffuse

I. INTRODUCTION

Minimizing the angle of incidence is the foundation of
conventional single-axis tracking strategies. The angle of in-
cidence (AOI), a measure of the degree of alignment between
a collector and the sun, is the angle between the collector
orientation and solar position vectors. The collector’s exposure
to direct irradiance from the sun is maximized when AOI is
zero, prompting the use of AOI minimization as the basis of
tracking. Furthermore, closed-form expressions based on solar
position and tracker geometry are available for calculating
the tracker rotation that minimizes AOI [1]–[3], making an
AOI-based strategy straightforward to implement in practice.
Trackers that follow the AOI-minimized rotation are said to
“true-track” (often with “backtracking” adjustments to prevent
self-shading) and have until recently been the main focus of
the single-axis tracker market. This strategy is also called
the “astronomical” strategy for its focus on the solar disc’s
position in the sky.

However, optimizing for direct irradiance alone is sus-
pect in the context of non-concentrating photovoltaic (PV)
systems. In contrast to concentrating collectors, typical flat-
plate photovoltaic arrays harvest both direct and diffuse ir-
radiance, motivating a tracking strategy that maximizes total
in-plane irradiance, not just the direct component. This is
made most evident by considering overcast sky conditions
when diffuse irradiance dominates: there is nothing to gain
by prioritizing alignment with solar position in the absence
of direct irradiance, so attention should instead be turned
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Fig. 1. Example comparison of rotation and simulated irradiance curves
for the conventional astronomical tracking strategy and a tracking strategy
optimized for total irradiance capture. This alternative strategy can outperform
the conventional astronomical strategy, especially in diffuse conditions.

towards the diffuse components originating from the sky dome
and reflected from the ground. Even under clear skies these
diffuse components still contribute to total incident irradiance,
meaning the irradiance-maximized rotation may differ from
the true-tracking rotation under all sky conditions.

Fig. 1 compares the simulated in-plane irradiances corre-
sponding to a tracker using the astronomical strategy with one
maximizing global incident irradiance. Under the clear skies in
the morning, the optimized strategy only very slightly outper-
forms the astronomical strategy. In this case the difference is so
small it is not visible in the figure. However, the astronomical
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strategy is noticeably outperformed by the optimized strategy
under cloudy skies in the later part of the day. The irradiance
data in this example came from the Baseline Measurement
System at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Solar
Radiation Research Laboratory [4].

The general concept of considering diffuse irradiance in
dual- and single-axis tracker control has been previously
investigated for select ground station locations [5]–[9], often
corresponding to locations in the Baseline Surface Radiation
Network (BSRN) [10], a global network of high-quality ir-
radiance measurement stations. It is worth emphasizing that
multiple styles of diffuse-aware tracking have been considered
in the literature; most existing studies used horizontal orien-
tation as the alternative to conventional tracking, but some
studies [8] instead opted to use the tracker rotation that max-
imizes incident irradiance according to a particular irradiance
transposition model. Some studies have also considered this
optimization in the context of bifacial PV arrays [11], [12]; in
this work we focus exclusively on front-side irradiance.

In this work we evaluate the potential insolation gain of
two single-axis tracker optimization strategies. In contrast to
previous studies based on ground station data, the insolation
gain is evaluated using gridded weather data, allowing detailed
geographic gain comparison across the contiguous United
States. Finally, the potential gain is evaluated at locations of
existing utility-scale tracking systems.

II. METHODS

The approach is relatively straightforward: for every gridded
location in our area of interest, apply each tracker strategy to
a weather dataset for that location and model the total annual
insolations. The details of each step are as follows:

A. Tracking Strategies

We consider three tracking strategies:

1) Astronomical: the conventional AOI-minimized rotation
as implemented by common tracker controllers today.

2) All-times: the rotation that maximizes incident irradi-
ance, identified via brute force search, considering all
times of day.

3) Between-backtracking: similar to the “all-times” strat-
egy, except only non-backtracking times (i.e., the portion
of the day between the morning and evening backtrack-
ing periods) are considered.

The motivation for the between-backtracking strategy may
deserve explanation. In certain conditions or situations, per-
ceived or practical limitations may prevent system operators
from extending the irradiance optimization methods presented
here from being used during backtracking hours. For example,
operators may determine that irradiance forecast data needed
for rotation determination has less certainty than backtracking
processes already employed at existing systems. For this
reason, we also calculated insolation gains from times periods
outside of backtracking hours only.
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Fig. 2. Example comparison of simulated plane of array (POA) irradiance
using the base Perez transposition model and unshaded ground and the same
accounting for sky diffuse shading and ground shading using pvfactors.

TABLE I
PVFACTORS MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

Parameter Value

Row Count 5
Axis Alignment North-South
Axis Tilt [degrees] 0
Axis Height [m] 3.0
Collector Width [m] 4.0
Ground Coverage Ratio 0.3
Ground Albedo 0.2

Insolation gains for the “all-times” and “between-
backtracking” strategies are calculated relative to the astro-
nomical method. In each case the rotation angle is constrained
[1], [3] so that rows do not subject each other to direct shading,
assuming uniform flat terrain.

B. Incident Irradiance Model

Detailed investigation of tracker rotation optimization war-
rants a detailed incident irradiance model. In this work we
use pvfactors, a detailed transposition and view factor model
[13], [14]. By including the effect of row-to-row sky dif-
fuse shading, ground shadows, and module-module reflections
as pvfactors does, the modeled irradiance should be more
representative of the irradiance incident on an interior row
in a PV array, which will generally be somewhat less than
the irradiance measured by an isolated radiometer. Fig. 2
shows an example of this difference, comparing the output
of the pvfactors model with the output of the Perez irradiance
transposition model [15] on which it is based.

In this work we simulated irradiance for the center row of
an array with the specifications listed in Table I.

C. Weather Data

Annual weather files for a 0.25° by 0.25° grid covering
the contiguous United States were retrieved from the Physical
Solar Model v3 (PSM3), part of the National Solar Radiation
Data Base (NSRDB) [16]. For this work we select hourly
Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) data from the latest “tmy-
2020” dataset. TMYs exclude unusual weather conditions,
meaning a TMY-based analysis is less likely to be influenced
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Fig. 3. Locations of utility-scale single-axis tracking PV systems in the 2021
LBNL utility-scale solar database. Color indicates system DC capacity in MW
on a logarithmic scale.

by prolonged atypical cloudy or clear periods. In total, this
dataset covers over 13000 locations and requires roughly 11
GB to store in uncompressed CSV form.

D. Tracking System Locations

The economic arguments for preferring some regions over
others when deploying tracking systems are well established.
Thus, it is of interest to examine the modeled insolation
gains considering only the subset of locations deemed suitable
for tracking systems. We identify suitable locations using
the locations of existing tracking systems as a proxy. The
locations of existing single-axis tracking PV systems were
retrieved from a database of utility-scale systems assembled
by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) [17]. The
2021 edition of this database includes 660 utility-scale single-
axis tracking systems ranging in size from 5 to 500 MWdc.
Fig. 3 shows the locations and DC capacities of these systems.

The spatial distribution of these tracking systems is also
evolving over time. For example, the database’s commercial
operation date (COD) records go back to 2007 but the oldest of
the 35 systems in Oregon reached COD only in 2016. It seems
reasonable to expect this trend of tracking systems expanding
into more diffuse climates to continue in the future. Because
the spatial distribution of tracking system locations is evolving
over time, so too is the distribution of insolation gains at those
locations. For this reason we examine not only the modeled
insolation gains for all tracker system locations but also the
insolation gains partitioned by system COD year.

III. RESULTS

Figs. 4 and 5 show the annualized and monthly potential
insolation gain for the all-times strategy. The insolation gains
for the between-backtracking times are very similar to those
of the all-times strategy (see Fig. 6) and therefore not shown
here.

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of insolation gains partitioned
by hour of day. The largest gains are concentrated around
mid-morning and mid-afternoon, consistent with the intuition
that the largest gains come from times of day when the
astronomical algorithm results in steep tracker rotations and

Fig. 4. Annual insolation gain for the all-times strategy. Color shows the
increase (in percent) in annual insolation relative to the astronomical tracking
strategy.

Fig. 5. Monthly insolation gains for the all-times strategy. Color shows the
increase in insolation relative to the astronomical tracking strategy, with the
largest relative gains being achieved in winter.
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Fig. 6. Annual insolation gain comparison for the all-times and between-
backtracking strategies, showing only a marginal decrease (less than 3%
relative/.01% absolute) in annual insolation gain by excluding backtracking
times. The black line indicates a perfect y = x relationship for reference.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of annual insolation gains for all locations, partitioned by
hour of day, for the all-times strategy. For example, the hour=9 distribution
reflects the annual insolation gain considering only the 365 hour long intervals
from 9–10 AM (local standard time) in each year. Each value in the
distribution represents the annual partitioned gain for a single location. Gains
are concentrated around times of day where the astronomical strategy would
orient modules at steep tilts.

is therefore most different from a diffuse-optimized horizontal
rotation.

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of potential gains for the all-
times strategy at locations of tracking systems in the LBNL
utility-scale dataset, partitioned by COD year.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows how, for each location in the 0.25°
by 0.25° grid, the potential all-times insolation gain varies
with that location’s diffuse insolation fraction. The diffuse
insolation fraction is the fraction of annual global horizontal
insolation (GHI) contributed by diffuse horizontal insolation
(DHI). The cloudier the climate, the generally higher the
diffuse fraction will be.

IV. DISCUSSION

Consistent with previous studies [7], Fig. 4 shows that
insolation gains are strongly dependent on climate; potential
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Fig. 8. Distribution of annual insolation gains using the all-times optimization
for locations of tracking systems in the LBNL database, partitioned by system
commercial operation year. The annual gains show a general upwards trend
with time. Years before 2011 are not shown due to their small number of
systems.

Fig. 9. Relationship between annual all-times insolation gain and annual
diffuse fraction, colored by total annual global horizontal insolation (GHI).
Locations with more diffuse skies (larger diffuse fraction) tend to have larger
potential tracker optimization gain.

gain in the desert Southwest is negligible, but other parts
of the country see potential gains from 0.5% to a peak of
over 0.8% in the Pacific Northwest for the all-times strategy.
The potential gains for the between-backtracking strategy
show nearly identical spatial trends and are only marginally
reduced compared to the all-times strategy, suggesting that the
large majority of potential insolation gains occur outside of
backtracking times. This finding is further confirmed in Fig.
7.

The monthly heatmaps in Fig. 5 show that the largest
relative insolation gains occur in the North American winter,
reaching monthly values approaching 2.5% in some locations.
However, it is worth pointing out that large relative winter
gains may be smaller in an absolute sense than small relative
summer gains due to overall seasonality in solar resource.

Although Fig. 8 does show a trend of increasing potential
insolation gain over time, the trend has stagnated since 2017.
Together with Fig. 9, showing that diffuse climates tend to
have larger potential gains, this suggests that new projects have
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not been pushing into more diffuse climates since 2017. This
finding is consistent with the conclusions of the LBNL report
itself [17], which reports stable global horizontal insolation at
all utility-scale solar sites (not just tracking PV) since 2017.

Now we discuss several caveats in these results. The ground-
reflected component of incident irradiance depends strongly on
ground albedo. Ground albedo varies not only with substrate
type but also with weather conditions, primarily snowfall.
In this work we have assumed a static albedo of 0.2 for
all conditions. A more detailed analysis would consider not
only geographic variation in ground albedo (e.g. bare soil
versus grass) but also the effect of snowfall. A secondary
consideration is that this optimization neglects the varying
spectral mismatch of each irradiance component with the
spectral response of PV absorbers.

An additional concern is that hourly TMYs may lack the
resolution needed to fully capture the potential for irradiance-
based tracker optimization. A full discussion of the limitations
of satellite-based irradiance is out of scope here, but this is
a problem both spatially (due to the kilometer-scale size of
each satellite pixel) as well as temporally (hourly data cannot
resolve subhourly variability, which can be significant in
some climates). Future work may include comparing the gains
modeled using TMYs with the gains modeled using higher
resolution satellite data or ground station measurements.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on hourly TMY data, we find that the potential
insolation gain over the conventional astronomical tracking
algorithm depends strongly on local climate, especially the
fraction of diffuse annual insolation, with potential annual
gains ranging from near-zero in the desert Southwest to over
0.8% in the Pacific Northwest. Typical gains for locations with
recently-installed tracking systems range from 0.2–0.4%. The
gains also show significant seasonality, with monthly gains
as high as 2.4% in winter for some locations. Finally, these
results show that omitting backtracking times of day from the
irradiance optimization reduces the potential gain only slightly.
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